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A Gem Cutting Style Gets a Reboot
The portrait cut, which produces a thin, flat stone, has enchanted a new generation of designers and clients.
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The main attraction of any diamond is its eye-catching sparkle. Or is it?

Some designers have been turning that notion on its head by focusing on diamonds largely devoid of the brilliance and fire commonly
expected of the stones. Portrait-cut diamonds — thin, flat stones that are minimally faceted along their perimeters and have a
transparent glasslike appearance — are gaining a following among a clutch of designers and clients drawn to their unusual allure.

“The portrait cut, also called a lasque, is among the oldest forms of diamond cutting,” said Beth Bernstein, author of “The Modern
Guide to Antique Jewellery.” “It originated in ancient India and got its name from the practice of placing portraits beneath the gems to
enhance their appearance and protect them.”

Later, the same technique was used in Europe. “Royals and aristocrats would commission jewels with portraits set under thin slivers
of diamonds, whether as status symbols or tokens of love and loyalty,” she said.

Vishal Kothari has devoted an entire collection to portrait-cut diamonds for VAK, his Mumbai-based jewelry brand that reinterprets
motifs from Indian art and architecture with a modern eye. The style’s Indian origins first attracted him, and he said he “gradually fell
more in love” when he discovered that the shallow profile allowed him to achieve an effect he couldn’t create with other diamonds.

“Because the stones are flat, I can use a thin wire, making them look like they are floating against the skin,” he said. “You see very
little metal in my designs.”

He has applied that nearly invisible setting technique to diamonds in every tier of his collection, from high jewelry designs, like floral
earrings composed of clusters of triangular diamonds ($42,000), to dainty studs ($2,600), often combining them with accents in
colored stones — ruby, spinel, sapphire — or rose-cut and full-cut diamonds.

The novelty of the cut and its subtle character appeals to many of his clients, he said, including members of several royal families that
have commissioned pieces with portrait-cut stones. And a diamond choker that converts to a tennis bracelet has become one of his
best sellers. “Everybody has a full-cut diamond tennis bracelet. You can find it anywhere online,” he said. “But when it is done with
portrait cuts it’s a bit cooler, and you can wear it anywhere, like the Tube in London, without attracting attention.”

Vishal Kothari has devoted a full collection to portrait-cut diamonds for VAK, his
Mumbai-based jewelry brand that reinterprets motifs from Indian art and architecture
with a modern eye.
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